GOVERNMENT COLLEGE UNIVERSITY, FAISALABAD

QUESTION PAPER FOR EXTERNAL EXAMINATIONS

BA (Composite) Annual -2012: Subject: Psychology
Course Title: General Psychology Paper: A
Time Allowed: 03:00 Hours Maximum Marks: 75 Pass Marks: 33%

Note:- Attempt any FIVE questions. All questions carry equal marks.

Q-1 Give a comparison between psychoanalysis and Behaviorism.

Q-2 Describe Experimental Method in detail.

Q-3 Explain the structure and function of Eye with the help of diagram.

Q-4 Define Motivation. Explain two theories of Motivation.

Q-5 Define Memory. Explain Memory Process in detail.

Q-6 Describe theories of Emotions.

Q-7 Explain types of Thinking.

Q-8 Describe different theories of Intelligence.
Q-9 Explains the Jung’s theory of personality.

Q-10 Writes on the following:
   a) Interview   b) Depth Perception
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Course Title: Abnormal/Social/Industrial/Criminal psychology Paper: B
Time Allowed: 03:00 Hours Maximum Marks: 75 Pass Marks: 33%

Note: Attempt any FIVE questions. All questions carry equal marks.

Q-1 What are the types of PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST? Differentiate and highlight the importance of each.

Q-2 Define “MENTAL DISORDER”. Discuss “PHOBIA”.

Q-3 Define “DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY”. Explain LONGITUDINAL and CROSS SECTIONAL DESIGN of Study.

Q-4 Discuss developmental Phase of “Childhood”.

Q-5 Define “EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY”. Along with nature and HISTORICAL BACKGROUND.

Q-6 Write short essay on “VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE”.

Q-7 Define “PREJUDICE”. Discuss its CAUSES & CONTROL.

Q-8 Define “Group”. Discuss PRIMARY & SECONDARY groups.

Q-9 Define “ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY”. Discuss “PHYSICAL WORK ENVIRONMENT”.
Q-10 Write Note on any TWO of the Following:

a) Radio  b) T.A.T  c) Genius Children

مندرجہ ذیل میں سے کسی دو پر نوت لکھیں。

الف) ریڈیو  ب) تی. اے.  ج) فٹین بچے